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INVERSION OF QUASI-TRIANGULAR MATRICES 
H A N A KAMASOVÁ, A N T O N Í N ŠIMEK 
(Received April 1, 1969) 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In the paper [4] the following results were proved: 
Let .4 be a square matrix of order n ^ r over a field of characteristic zero, divided 
into blocks aik of the type (w,- x nk), 
£ щ = £ nk = n 
i-í k=1 





a l 1 a l , 2 І 
L a 2,l a 2 , 2 j 
(U) 
Ar -1 
H , r - 1 
... (X r-l,r- 1 
4 r = 4 . 
Let us define matrices Z'fl for i, k, p — 1, ..., r in the following way: 
(1,2) 2. Z $ = Z\p-^ - Z j f - i ^ i . Z ^ V j 
for p = 2,. . . , r, where Z<f> = Zp. 
For matrices Z p we have 
Theorem 1,1. The matrices Ap are regular iff Z are regular for p = 1, 2, ..., r. 
(For the proof, see [4].) 
Let us introduce V\pk as the set of subsequences of the sequence (i, i -f 1, ... 
..., p — 1, p, p — 1, ..., k -f 1, k) which have the following properties: 
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1, The first element is i9 the last is k. 
2. Each two neighboring elements in any of the subsequences are different. 
Theorem 1,2. Let the matrices (VI) be regular; let A~x = [Pi%k\ he a partitioned 
matrix conformal to A. Then we have 
A.* = n-o1^0'1-^^1^:)^1 ••• ^fc:}^1. 
(i=JuJ2,..-J. = k)eVi% 
qt = min( j r , j ,+ 1) , t = 1, ..., s - 1 
where m(ji9 ..., f.) is the number of the elements of the sequence (i = j l 9 ..., j s = k). 
(For the proof, see [4].) 
In this paper, formulas for the blocks of the inverse matrix to a quasi-triangular 
matrix A = \jxik] where 0Litk = 0 for i > k, are showed. M. FIEDLER achieved in [2] 
the same results. 
2. RESULTS 
Theorem 2,1. Let the matrices (1,1) be regular; let ocik = 0 for i > k. Then we have 
(2,1) Z $ = a/jfcfOr i = p, k = p, p = 2 . 
Proof. By induction 
V p = 2 
7(2) __ 7(1) _ 7 ( 1 ) 7 - 1 7 ( 1 ) 
By the assumption it is i = 2, thus Z ^ = a u = 0 and Z$ = Z{tV = a M . 
2. Let us suppose that (2,1) is true for p. 
Then Z ( p + 1 ) — Z(p) — Z ^ Z " " " 1 ^ ^ ) 
l l i e [ ! j 4 i , / c — *"i,k *-i,V V V,k' 
By the assumption it is i = p + 1, thus Z ^ = al>p = 0 and Z ^
+ 1 ) = Z $ = aljfc. 
No te . By lemma 2,1 in [4] we have Z\p) = 0 for i < p9 Z\
p) = 0 for k < p. 
Theorem 2,2. The matrices Ap are regular iff a p are regular for p = 1, 2, ..., r. 
Proof. The assertion is a corollary of Theorems 1,1 and 2,V 
Theorem 2,3. Let the matrices (1,1) be regular, let oik = OfOr i > k. Let /V
1 = 
= [Pi,k\ be a partitioned matrix conformal to A. Then we have 
(2,2) PUi = I i - ^
m ^ ^ J u J ^ h - ^ - u ^ L 
(i=j\,J2,--Js = k)eV% 
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for i ^ k where m is the number of terms of the sequence (/ = j"i,j2, ...,fv = k) 
(2,3) piik = Ofori>k. 




From Theorem 2,1 we get 
(2-4) Ih, = I (- l)m+1 VJ^UJ^H-VJL • 
V<r>,,k 
From the definition of V}$ it is obvious that V$$ a V$ for r = k. Since <*jtjt+l = 0 
for jt > jt+i, the only non-zero terms of the sum (2,4) correspond to the increasing 
sequences. Thus, it is sufficient to summarize over all sequences from Vffl. 
To prove (2,3) it is sufficient to note that no sequence from Vj^ is increasing; thus 
Pi* = o. 
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S o u h r n 
ÍNVERZE KVAZITRIANGULARNÍCH MATIC 
HANA KAMASOVÁ, ANTONIN ŠIMEK 
V článku je uvedena metoda inverze kvazitriangulárních matic, rozdělených na 
r x r bloků. 
Věta. Nechť matice (\,í) jsou regulární, nechť aik = 0 pro i > k. Nechť A~
{ = 
= {_Pi,k]je bloková matice konformní s A. Potom platí (2,2), (2,3). 
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